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MPH Small Wood 

Collector 
MARKO SADINMAA, SADINMAA MARKO TMI 

Metallipalvelu Hartikainen Oy 
83900 JUUKA 

http://mph-products.com 
 

Our Customer Experiments of Small Wood Collector 

 

Picture 1. Marko Sadinmaa (Sadinmaa Marko Tmi) and MPH Small Wood Collector. 

Marko Sadinmaa (Sadinmaa Marko Tmi) is beef cattle producer from Tornio Finland. 

He has beef breeder, where are around 850 bovines. Marko has around 225 hectares 

http://mph-products.com/
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of field to feed his cattle. Cow calves com to his cow house under age of two weeks 

and they are nineteen months old when alinated. 

Beef cattle breeding requires good feeding and very well operating fields. Marko has a 

growing need for field areas and he has collected small wood pieces by MPH Small 

Wood Collector after first ploughing. Marko has cleared 10 hectares new fields each 

year during last five years. 

Marko has used MPH Small Wood Collector for old fields also, because he is specially 

excited about efficient collection of small wood. This has been noticed by his 

neighbour farmers and Marko has discussed a lot about his experiment of MPH Small 

Wood Collector. His neighbour farmers think that MPH Small Wood Collector is real 

contractor machine and considerably excellent choice to buy one. 

The wheel elevation adjustment of MPH Small Wood Collector is constant and the 

contact of spiked drum can be set according to a desire. The spikes of a drum collect 

small wood pieces and they are removed by a camp on the front side of machine. 

Small wood pieces drop to a container mounted on the front of the machine. When 

the container is full, small wood pieces can be pour out at the desired location. The 

volume of the container is 4 m3. The capacity of the meachine is 3 ha/h and the 

operating speed max. 15 km/h. The working width of MPH Small Wood Collector is 2,4 

m. 

 

Picture 2. MPH Small Wood Collector. 

Marko Sadinmaa is particularly pleased with the work efficiency and savings achieved 

by MPH Small Wood Collector. In addition, you can utilize the wood pieces later when 
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 they are assembled in a suitable place. In his opinion, MPH Small Wood Collector will 

air the graveled field area while collecting small trees. 
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